
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of assistant
art director. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for assistant art director

Work closely with Studio Director, Art Director, and/or Category Manager to
deliver artwork to meet key time lines for retailer specials while maintaining
the integrity of the product and PMG’s design leadership role in the industry
Work with Art Directors to assure continuity of design and adherence to CNN
design standards
Utilize multiple graphics delivery systems to develop, test and implement
graphics
Motivate, train and manage other members of the department and actively
contribute to overall creative atmosphere of the Graphics department
Work with individual program Producers and CNN management to develop
time and budgetary guidelines for department and individual projects
Direct the efforts of staff and freelance Art Directors/Designers and technical
staff, as assigned, to provide design elements
Oversee the execution of contracts with design vendors, and assume
responsibility for actual production of set design, animation and music
creation
Keep abreast of new developments in related technologies to maintain state-
of-the-art look and presentation
Supervise continuing education of staff members, and provide input on new
equipment purchases
Travel as necessary to personally direct the creation and placement of
production design elements

Example of Assistant Art Director Job Description
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Ability to handle multiple tasks/projects with adherence to deadlines and
budgets
Must have 3+ years working as a Senior Graphic Designer or 2+ years as an
Art Director
Must have a strong understanding of design fundamentals and able to apply
Overwatch design values on a wide variety of media projects
Must be willing to complete a test if requested to do so
College degree in Graphic Arts, Fine Arts, Theater, Commercial Art or
Architecture, or equivalent work experience
Experience working with and leading/anchoring a team of designers


